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House of PainT September 17th 

 

Break Dancing, MCing, DJs and Graf Artists bring the Hip Hop 
Community together - Under One Bridge! 

 
On Saturday, September 17, 2005, Ottawa will see the second round of House of PainT – a Hip 
Hop event  bringing together the community for an afternoon of Graffiti, Break Dancing, MCing 
and DJs under the Dunbar Bridge – at Ottawa’s only legal Graffiti wall: the House of PainT. 
 
The event will run from 12-7pm, with some of the best graf artists from Ottawa, Montreal and 
Toronto invited to write their colourful pieces on an otherwise grey bridge.  DJs will fill the air 
with funk and hip hop while break dancers and MCs compete for prizes on a nearby stage.  
Members of the hip-hop community will share their skills with the wider Ottawa community at 
this good-vibes outdoor event. 
 
Sponsored by the Carleton chapter of OPIRG, Norml Clothing, DeCypher Cru, Speedroc and 
Montana Paints the event is Free and open to all.  The event will also include a BBQ and free 
workshops, where kids of all ages can learn break dancing and mural painting. “There is so 
much amazing talent in the hip hop community” says event coordinator and DeCypher Cru 
member Sabra Ripley.  “This is a great event because it brings the 4 fundamental elements of 
hip hop together in a cool outdoor space, but also because it gives us a chance to show so 
many people what we can do!”  
 
The first House of PainT was a huge success, with over 200 participants coming out for the 
event, including members of the Ottawa South Community, City of Ottawa staff and City 
Councillor Clive Doucet.  It was held in 2003, shortly after the City of Ottawa made the under 
side of Dunbar Bridge Ottawa’s first and only legal graffiti wall, with the aim of creating a place 
where artists can express themselves freely and in order to help control the costs of the 
cleaning and removal of graffiti in that space.  
 
This year is expected to be even bigger, with more artists and wider community involvement.  
Don’t miss House of PainT – September 17th, 2005, Under da Bridge! 
 
SHOW TIME AND VENUE: 
Ottawa, Saturday, Sept 17, 12pm-7pm 

Dunbar Bridge underpass (located under the new Bridge where Bronson goes over the Rideau 
River, between Brewer Park and the Carleton University campus) 
 

 



EVENTS: 
MUSIC: DJs spinning funk, breakbeats and hip-hop all day long 
MICROPHONE SLAM: MCs stepping up to out-rhyme each other with their verbal talent.  Battle 
starts after 2 
GRAFFITI: Improv graffiti challenge all day long 
BREAKDANCES: 3 on 3 battle for the beat, battle starts after 2, each crew includes one bgirl 
 
ARTISTS: 
Breakers: CFM, Esoteric, DeCypher, Prolific , Qwad Skwad, and Speedroc 
DJs: Zattar, Pho, D-Mass, Adam White, Illo 
ARTISTS: Toronto: Elicser, Mediah, Fathom, Lease, Homesick, Zion; Montreal: Maysr; Ottawa: 
Deadbeats Crew, Elroy and more 
MCs: To be confirmed  
 
PRESENTED BY:  
DeCypher Cru || Funktion || Master Painters || Norml Clothing  || Speedroc  
Special thanks to OPIRG 
www.decyphercru.ca 
www.normlclothing.ca  
 
MEDIA CONTACT:  
Sabra Ripley 613.266.5224, decyphercru@hotmail.com, decyphercru.ca, normlclothing.ca   
 
This event is sponsored by: 456 Clothing, DeCypher Cru, Funktion, Master Painters, Montana Paints, Norml Clothing, 
Speedroc, and others, in consultation with the City of Ottawa. 
Special thanks to the Carleton Chapter of OPIRG (the Ontario Public Interest Research Group). 
 
 

 
 

 


